Expression profiling and differential screening between hepatoblastomas and the corresponding normal livers: identification of high expression of the PLK1 oncogene as a poor-prognostic indicator of hepatoblastomas.
Hepatoblastoma is one of the most common malignant liver tumors in young children. Recent evidences have suggested that the abnormalities in Wnt signaling pathway, as seen in frequent mutation of the beta-catenin gene, may play a role in the genesis of hepatoblastoma. However, the precise mechanism to cause the tumor has been elusive. To identify novel hepatoblastoma-related genes for unveiling the molecular mechanism of the tumorigenesis, a large-scale cloning of cDNAs and differential screening of their expression between hepatoblastomas and the corresponding normal livers were performed. We constructed four full-length-enriched cDNA libraries using an oligo-capping method from the primary tissues which included two hepatoblastomas with high levels of alpha-fetoprotein (AFP), a hepatoblastoma without production of AFP, and a normal liver tissue corresponded to the tumor. Among the 10,431 cDNAs randomly picked up and successfully sequenced, 847 (8.1%) were the genes with unknown function. Of interest, the expression profile among the two subsets of hepatoblastoma and a normal liver was extremely different. A semiquantitative RT-PCR analysis showed that 86 out of 1188 genes tested were differentially expressed between hepatoblastomas and the corresponding normal livers, but that only 11 of those were expressed at high levels in the tumors. Notably, PLK1 oncogene was expressed at very high levels in hepatoblastomas as compared to the normal infant's livers. Quantitative real-time RT-PCR analysis for the PLK1 mRNA levels in 74 primary hepatoblastomas and 29 corresponding nontumorous livers indicated that the patients with hepatoblastoma with high expression of PLK1 represented significantly poorer outcome than those with its low expression (5-year survival rate: 55.9 vs 87.0%, respectively, p=0.042), suggesting that the level of PLK1 expression is a novel marker to predict the prognosis of hepatoblastoma. Thus, the differentially expressed genes we have identified may become a useful tool to develop new diagnostic as well as therapeutic strategies of hepatoblastoma.